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Sent: Sunday, 10 February 2013 12:25 PM 
To: OJD Submissions 

Subject: OJD Submission 

 
I / We wish to make the following comments in regard to the ODJ Plan: 
  

1. Firstly, to claim this is a national plan is a misnomer. What this plan does is deregulate the 
whole approach to controlling / eradicating OJD to a point where the whole industry might as 
well just walk away from OJD as a problem. Direct resources and energy into other issues. 
The agenda has been taken over by individuals, groups and State authorities who have 
effectively done nothing to control or eradicate the problem since 2002. The outcry at the 
Sydney meeting and since has taken dealing with OJD backwards, and is only a smoke 
screen for inaction.  

2. Leaving management up to individuals and self interest groups like agents means the horse 
has really bolted. A classic example reported to me by a farmer who had brucellosis in his 
rams, goes as follows: The rams were sent to the saleyards for slaughter. When the 
auctioneer offered the sheep for sale, an agent from a prominent agency began bidding 
on the rams - the auctioneer stopped the sale saying, "You realise there is a problem with 
these sheep?" The response, "Yes, we'll take the gamble" or words to that effect. I doubt 
whether the producer who ended up with those rams ever knew at that point what had 
transpired. No doubt they did in time. I am aware of similar incidents for both sheep and 
cattle. Such examples highlight the underlying problems that often accompany self regulation.  

3. The ABC scoring system while often not well understood was at least more easily recognised 
and understood than the proposal. One assumes that the purchaser will undertake due 
diligence prior to purchasing, however that is not always easily done. Private sales are easier 
than purchases made in the saleyards or as often happens when the agent calls to say, "I 
bought you some ...."  

4. Abbatoir checks are useful tools in eradication and control, but it does little to limit the spread 
of the disease between properties because of the delay on the checking process. South 
Australia seems to have managed this better than elsewhere.  

5. Greater credit needs to be given to vaccination in any changes. It is a very useful tool that we 
should encourage people to use in managing this disease at the individual and national level.  

6. My advice to South Australia is - go it alone - The system has worked well in limiting the 
disease. If other States want to water their programs down to a point of wasting producer and 

industry service provider time, let them go ahead. It will be at their expense.   

Thank you for the opportunity to provide 'my two bobs worth' 
Dale 
  
Ruth & Dale Price 
'MAJARDAH' 
Poll Dorset & White Suffolk Studs 
Dale: 0428 394 300 
Ruth: 0428 543 531 
Home: 08 87 394 302 
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